
Prism EL High Mobility  
Alignment System

unmatched mobility hardware that’s build to last

 � bluetooth® enabled 
wireless communication 
to sensor pods allowing 
the technician 330 feet 
of freedom - even in areas 
known to have high  
electrical interference - 
for true mobility

 � advanced design requires 
pods at rear wheels only, 
reducing overall component 
weight by 50%

 � Passive front wheel targets 
improve durability - no 
electronics to damage

 � magnesium pods, targets, 
and aluminum clamps are  
durable, impact-resistant 
and lightweight

 � durable, lightweight 
mobile computer

 � long-lasting rechargeable 
lithium-ion battery
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User-Friendly Interface
Use available step-by-step
instructions as a guide for
completing even the most
complex tasks

Manufacturer Specifications
Extensive OEM specs allows quick
and accurate vehicle selection

Customer Records
Review and discuss vehicle
service history through accessing
and updating customer records

Customer Reports
Enhance customer satisfaction
with personalized reports
showing readings before and 
after service

Ride Height Measurement
Measure ride height and obtain
proper alignment specs for those
vehicles requiring it

EZ-TOE*
Turn the front wheels and access
difficult adjustment points while
still displaying centered toe
readings

Help Videos
View detailed videos of how to
make needed adjustments to
complete even the most complex
tasks

Battery Notification
Alert notifies the technician
when the pod’s battery needs to
be charged

FEATURES SpECIFICATIOnS

* Patented and/or Patent-Pending Features

standard accessories
 � X-lighttm wheel clamps:  

eaK0289J10a

 � Front l/h & r/h imaging  

targets: eaK0289J12a

 � rear l/h & r/h Pods:  

eaK0289J43a

 � steering wheel holder:  

00055502000

 � brake Pedal depressor:  

00000096000

equipment specifications
 � wheel size: 13” - 24”

 � tire diameter: up to 37”

 � track width: 48” - 96”

 � wheel base: 79” - 180”

 � Power requirements:  

120/230V, 1Ph, 50/60hz

optional accessories
 � Portable equipment  

cart (includes Printer):  

eaa0361J88a

 � Premium turntables:  

eaK0289J06a

 � universal wheel clamp  

ext. Kit:  eaK0268J62a

 � alloy Quick clamp Kit:  

eaK0268J63a

EEWA557ANB
(Shown with optional cart)

Product fEaturEs & sPEcifications

For more information regarding the Prism EL 
Call 800.362.4618

www.johnbean.com


